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A Science Friday Best Science Book of the YearA Kirkus Reviews Best Nonfiction Book of the
YearA Library Journal Best Science and Technology Book of the YearA Tampa Bay Times Best
Book of the YearA compelling history of seashells and the animals that make them, revealing
what they have to tell us about nature, our changing oceans, and ourselves.Seashells have been
the most coveted and collected of nature’s creations since the dawn of humanity. They were
money before coins, jewelry before gems, art before canvas.In The Sound of the Sea, acclaimed
environmental author Cynthia Barnett blends cultural history and science to trace our long love
affair with seashells and the hidden lives of the mollusks that make them. Spiraling out from the
great cities of shell that once rose in North America to the warming waters of the Maldives and
the slave castles of Ghana, Barnett has created an unforgettable account of the world’s most
iconic seashells. She begins with their childhood wonder, unwinds surprising histories like the
origin of Shell Oil as a family business importing exotic shells, and charts what shells and the
soft animals that build them are telling scientists about our warming, acidifying seas.From the
eerie calls of early shell trumpets to the evolutionary miracle of spines and spires and the
modern science of carbon capture inspired by shell, Barnett circles to her central point of
listening to nature’s wisdom—and acting on what seashells have to say about taking care of
each other and our world.

"The Sound of the Sea is a glorious history of shells and of those who have loved shells. It is a
history of fascination and of shame. It stretches our capacity to absorb new knowledge. It is as
complex, multichambered and beautiful as its subject, and if Barnett can awaken our sense of
wonder, then perhaps there is hope for jump-starting our collective sense of responsibility
toward the oceans and one another."― Katharine Norbury, Washington Post"Will have you
marveling at nature…Barnett’s account remarkably spirals out, appropriately, to become a much
larger story about the sea, about global history and about environmental crises and
preservation."― John Williams, New York Times Book Review"For anyone who's ever admired
the ocean's most beautiful objects, this is a literal 'beach read' to treasure."― Ron Charles, CBS
Sunday Morning"Fascinating…[The Sound of the Sea] explores topics ranging from colonialism
to ocean acidification in connection to seashells."― Jonathon Keats, Forbes"Enthralling…[A]
fascinating history of the shellmakers and of the multitude of ways they have interacted with and
shaped human beings."― Colette Bancroft, Tampa Bay Times"Magnificent…[Barnett] starts with
wonder, imbues that with knowledge, and then alchemizes it all into awe, leaving the reader
struck with a blow of revelation…If you're looking for a late-summer beach read, you couldn't
possibly do any better than The Sound of the Sea."― Jason Mark, Sierra"[An] arresting
meditation on shells and ocean history."― Andrew Robinson, Nature"A lustrous meditation…



Barnett’s richly detailed narrative is a celebration of how much we have valued mollusks in the
past, how fascinating they are in the present, and how vital it is to insure their survival into the
future."― Laurence A. Marschall, Natural History"This is not a scolding book; it's an awestruck
travelogue and appreciation of something beautiful…With each page, Barnett's meticulous
insights soon had me marveling with new appreciation."― Mary Elizabeth Williams, Salon"A
superbly researched and thoroughly documented book, covering a complex subject from many
different aspects…[I]t reads like a fascinating adventure story…[B]oth enjoyable and
informative."― Tom Eichhorst, American Conchologist"Well-researched, consistently
illuminating…An absolutely captivating nature book."― Kirkus Reviews (starred)"A delightful,
informative, and momentous read for both enthusiasts and readers who’ve never picked up a
shell."― Library Journal (starred)"Riveting…[A]n entertaining, colorful tour of a surprisingly
dynamic part of nature."― Publishers Weekly"Full of fascinating and important stories, vividly
evoked. I was captivated by both the wonders of molluscan life and by the many unexpected
ways that shells live at the center of human cultures. A must-read for anyone interested in the
riches of the living Earth."― David George Haskell, author of The Forest Unseen"In the deeply
researched tradition of Rachel Carson’s sea trilogy, Cynthia Barnett enchantingly weaves poetic
musings with deep-seated conservation wisdom and ocean science. An instant classic of nature
history―a science-driven work of literature full of seaside grandeur."― Douglas Brinkley, best-
selling author of The Wilderness Warrior"Writing with clarity and heart, turning science into
prose and history into useful knowledge, Cynthia Barnett has given us a book for the ages. The
Sound of the Sea is timely and mind-opening, echoing voices from the wondrous world of shell-
harbored creatures of the sea. She urges us to give them our ear in ways we never have before,
for in this transitional age, their truth is our fate, their wisdom our answer, and their future our
hope."― Jack E. Davis, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Gulf"The Sound of the Sea is as
exquisite, many-chambered, and luminous as the shells Cynthia Barnett describes in her wild
and hybrid book. It is a travelogue, a finely argued indictment of colonization and capitalism, a
reanimation of scientists lost to the official narrative, and, most ringingly, the story of the way
shells and the soft and vulnerable animals within them reflect back both the greatness of human
ingenuity and the equally immense and rippling effect of human harm to the natural world. This
song of mingled praise and warning left me shell-shocked, wonder-struck, utterly delighted."―
Lauren Groff, best-selling author of Florida"The Sound of the Sea is one of those rare, knockout
books that has you gasping in surprise on every page. From the prehistoric to the present,
seashells have suffused human life, from giving voice to ancient gods to spurring climate
solutions today. Thank you, Cynthia Barnett, for honoring the gifts the mollusks have left us,
and―like the conch shells that once called the faithful to worship―for giving them the voice to
speak for the imperiled ocean."― Sy Montgomery, best-selling author of The Soul of an Octopus
--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorCynthia Barnett is the author of three
previous books, including Rain, which was longlisted for the National Book Award and named a
finalist for the PEN/E. O. Wilson Award for Literary Science Writing. She lives with her family in



Gainesville, Florida, where she is also Environmental Journalist in Residence at the University of
Florida. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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hundred thousand years ago, a human cousin walked a rock-ribbed beach along the
Mediterranean Sea, her head lowered and her large eyes scanning the shoreline. Now and
again she stopped, bent her strong body, and picked up a seashell.Among the polished whorls
and sturdy half-shells washed ashore a couple miles from her cave, the Neanderthal girl knew
precisely what she was looking for: cockle shells of a certain size and shape—about an inch
across, perfectly round, and with a natural hole in the top.She was picky about the hole, too. She
collected those shells with eyelets she deemed best for threading. Her appreciation for seashells
beyond food, and her imagination to string them together for a necklace or some other intention,
would help scientists overturn nearly two centuries of assumptions and poorly conceived
science that Neanderthals were dim-witted brutes.The cockle shells gathered in Neanderthal
times were discovered fused into the maw of a sea cave overlooking Spain’s Cartagena Harbor.
Several other shells found in the cave from the same era had been harvested live, for eating.
Archaeologists could tell from their unblemished contours that they’d never bumped along the
rocky shore.The cockles had tumbled onto the beach empty. Someone collected them
intentionally, but not for food. One keeper seashell, from a bittersweet clam, had been painted
red. Another, from a thorny oyster, had a long second life as a cosmetic case. It still held a
reddish pigment hand-ground from bits of hematite, pyrite, and other minerals, none found
naturally in the cave.These eons later, the powder still sparkles. And the girl’s human cousins are
still picking up seashells.WHEN I READ about the Neanderthal shell cache, I wondered whether
the collector could have been a child. I imagined a young girl about five. That was my daughter’s
age when, during a beach weekend on the east coast of Florida, she became obsessed with
collecting only those shells with perfect holes in the top, for stringing necklaces and driftwood



mobiles.Those were the Bead Years in our house. In precisely ordered tackle boxes, she
amassed colored beads and clear beads, owl beads and Scottie-dog beads, alphabet beads to
spell out her friends’ names and I♥u. Now, as we slowly walked a bank of shell and seaweed
sculpted by the high tide, that same collector’s gene was switched on at the Atlantic Ocean. Her
fixated silence amplified the breaking waves beside us, the scold of gulls above, and the clink,
clank, clatter of shells into her purple sand bucket. She skipped the shining olive shells, shark’s
eyes, and other coiled prizes pressed into the wet sand. Like our ancestor, Ilana chose rounded
half-shells: orange Atlantic cockles, purple-striped calico scallops, and scads of pendant-sized
surf clams with hard-candy stripes and colors, all with a little round hole in the top.When she’d
chosen all she wanted, she wrote her name in big letters in the sand, along with the name of our
town a couple hours inland, as if signing a seashell invoice from King Neptune.Ten years later,
those shells are still stashed here in our landlocked town, in a heavy little bag pushed to the
back of a cabinet in my study. They’ve been tucked there since I rescued them from a pile of
household detritus my husband was about to toss for spring cleaning. The shell necklaces and
mobiles we strung on fishing line are long broken and thrown away. But I couldn’t bring myself to
toss seashells so carefully chosen by the hands of a kindergartner, especially now that she’s a
teenager keeping us at arm’s length.I know of lots of other shell stashes, and inherited one. My
mother-in-law once gave me a hand-painted porcelain cup from her late mother’s china cabinet.
The delicate legacy was not the porcelain, but the two dozen jingle shells inside, shimmering
pale yellow and orange. My husband’s grandmother had collected the translucent “mermaid’s
toenails” with her young daughters along the beach at Long Island’s Peconic Bay. She stashed
the memory in the small cup. Seventy years later, the shells still tinkle when I sift my fingers
through their diaphanous forms. Finer than the porcelain, they are an order of magnitude
stronger.I wonder how many small but weighty bags and boxes of seashells are similarly
hoarded in cabinets and closets from Muskegon to Mumbai; near the sea and many miles from
it. Amid all the natural wonders cumulated at Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello, a small Money
Cowrie, a Monetaria moneta not acquired by the founding father, is for me the most compelling.
The humble cowrie was discovered in a subfloor pit beneath a slave house. A hole in the back of
the shell and two grooves rubbed by a thread that had once run through it are part of the
evidence that an enslaved African likely brought it to Virginia. The shell might have been
attached to clothing, or somehow survived as a necklace.It might have been a person’s secret
stash; a connection to home.A SHELL TOO is a home, and the life’s work of the animal that
secretes it layer by layer with minerals from the surrounding environment. Consider the mollusks;
soft animals far better known for the shells they build than for the lives within. The second-largest
group of animals behind the arthropods that include insects, mollusks are everywhere—from the
hundreds of snail species high in the Himalayas to the bone-white clams clustered at Earth’s
greatest depths, filtering hydrothermal vents at Mariana Trench in the western Pacific
Ocean.Seashells are the work of marine mollusks, the most diverse group of animals in the
oceans. They inhabit worlds tiny—spiraled Ammonicera washing up on beaches around the



globe with exquisite stripes too small to admire; and worlds vast—Tridacna gigas, or giant clams,
weighing hundreds of pounds and glowing with millions of microalgae.Marine mollusks settle on
reefs and rocks and seagrasses and sandy beaches and mudflats and countless places above
and below. The violet sea snail Janthina janthina lives only on tropical surface waters, a
molluscan Huck Finn floating on its own bubble raft. If anything happens to its homemade boat,
the purple-shelled Huck will sink and die. Thin-spindled Tibia fusus hunkers deep in the sand
thanks to its siphon that draws water for respiration through a long, thin shell canal like a
hypodermic needle from a vial. The carrier snails, Xenophoridae, cement other shells, bits of
coral, and even little pebbles onto their own shells in elaborate camouflage.Marine mollusks are
vegetarians and cannibals, fish hunters and filter feeders, algae distillers, and carrion eaters.
They are sedentary blobs that leap and swim. Shy beings that create the showiest architecture
of all time. Squishy invertebrates that make some of the hardest building materials known.
Vulnerable species with the longest evolutionary history of any living today.From the shell cults
of prehistory to the impressive number of mollusk-inspired Pokémon characters, no creatures
have stirred human admiration for as long or as intimately. Yet even in our time of Extinction
Rebellion in the streets, and images of endangered species projected 1,250 feet up the side of
the Empire State Building, the mollusks remain almost wholly anonymous artists.Earth’s great
shell middens—mounds of oyster, whelk, and other shells piled high along the world’s coastlines
—testify to their significance as food since at least the early Stone Age. Raw or roasted,
mollusks have often satisfied our appetites. Their iron, zinc, and other brain-boosting nutrients
may have helped evolve the bigger brains that made us human.But it is their shells that have
captured our imaginations. Seashells were money before coin, jewelry before gems, art before
canvas. Fossilized mussel shells found on the banks of the Solo River in Java, Indonesia, site of
“Java Man,” bear geometric zigzags engraved half a million years ago by a purposeful hand. The
decorated shells represent cognition among our human predecessors Homo erectus, and some
of the world’s oldest-known art.Seashells are the earliest-known keepsakes tucked into graves.
A small cone shell, Conus ebraeus, holds its rose-colored tint after 75,000 years interred. The
stubby cone was unearthed from the grave of a four-to-six-month-old infant in a large rock
shelter in South Africa known as Border Cave. It had been notched by hand, strung onto a
pendant, and worn for many years before being placed with the Stone Age baby.Shells are the
most-collected naturalia along with rocks; easier to amass than butterflies and more affordable
than gemstones. They are collected by children and by kings. A shell collection was unearthed
from the ruins of Pompeii. Their devoted aficionados, known as conchologists, admit to a certain
madness. But the polished forms captivate even casual admirers strolling the beach or museum
displays: The perfect symmetry of a Chambered Nautilus. The pink-glossed lip of a Queen
Conch. The pearlescent inlay of an abalone. The exceptional spines of a murex—raptor talons in
some species, delicate doll combs in others. The distant roil in a trumpet shell, held to the ear for
wisdom from the sea.WE’VE ALWAYS TRIED to listen to shells. It’s striking how often they’ve led
us to clear truths in murky times. Shells of unfamiliar species like ammonites provided evidence



of evolution and extinction in an era of loyal belief that God made all creatures at once in
everlasting perfection. Seashells on mountaintops told a story of shifting continents and rising
and falling seas, articulating an Earth history much older than the six thousand years in the
Bible. Layered in canyon walls and cliffsides and strata belowground, marine shells recorded a
fossil diary for half a billion years, leaving one of Earth’s most complete archives of past life and
global change.Just as they hold Earth’s memory in mountains, or a mother’s memory in a small
cup, seashells are more accurate recorders of human history than the humans who got to write it
down. Shell middens once rose in North America like temples in the ancient world. Some early
scientists and historians considered them mere garbage heaps of nomadic people. But the shells
—contoured by long-ago hands to gird homes, sanctuaries, and public buildings, or buried in
ancient cemeteries and shellwork factories—establish major pre-Columbian cities on U.S. soil.
The “great cities of shell” make clear that the New World was hardly new, much less settled by
bearded men from sailing ships. Around the world, shells are correcting history, fact-checking
vanquishers.The Portuguese archaeologist João Zilhão has spent his career tunneling deep into
rock shelters and caves to understand how Neanderthals lived. Interpreting their marine shells
from caves along Spain’s Iberian Peninsula has helped him shed light on Neanderthals’
intelligence, no less their humanity. The cockles join several tantalizing shell discoveries in
proving that notions of symbolism and beauty long predate anatomically modern humans.As
early people interacted with greater numbers of outsiders, a cockle-shell necklace or other shell
pendant might have been a way to burnish individual identity or declare allegiance to a social
group. Coastal dwellers naturally adorned themselves with marine animals. Farther inland, the
adornments were eagle claws or mammal teeth. Once trade networks took off, the transcendent
appeal of shells carried them far from their ocean homes. Different species of the spiny oyster or
Spondylus, the wild-spiked, blood-red bivalve that held the sparkly Neanderthal powder, are
found in Neolithic burial sites across Europe as well as the rituals and jewelry of pre-Columbian
cultures in South America, where they made their way from the depths of the Pacific Ocean to
the tops of the Andes.I asked Zilhão whether the cockle shells hidden in the Neanderthal sea
cave could have been collected by a child. He didn’t hesitate. “Children and adolescents are
more open to discovery,” he said. “One might guess that this use for an important social purpose
was originally prompted by child’s play; a collection that begins while a child is helping out
fishing or shell fishing on the coast, and running along and picking up these beautiful
objects.“There is something fundamental about shells’ aesthetics that pleases the brain, that
must be very powerful. This is not just symbolic thinking. It’s this very modern sense of what is
beautiful.”ONE MUGGY JUNE night at a ballroom seashell auction in Captiva, Florida, the
barrier island where Anne Morrow Lindbergh wrote Gift from the Sea, her beloved 1955 book of
shell wisdom, I watched two collectors try to outbid one another for a scarlet Spondylus
crassisquama. Its two halves still attached at the hinge, the shell was big and round as a
baseball and covered with at least a hundred curved spines, jutting short and long like a
protozoan pincushion.I appreciated those two modern women hungry for a species once



revered by the Indigenous people of the Andes as the food of Pachamama, a fertility goddess
who was also considered Earth’s mother. Bidding started at $50 and went up in discreet $25
waves of cardboard auction paddles to a final price of $250.It wasn’t close to the highest price of
the night for a single shell. A man named Donald Dan paid $2,000 for a rare slit shell, its conical
steppes built by a secretive deep-sea mollusk named Entemnotrochus adansonianus
bermudensis. Dan, a well-known shell dealer in Florida, grew up in the Philippines, where his
boyhood acumen for seashells got him invited to shell club meetings at the presidential palace in
Manila. Dan has helped the police solve the theft of rare shells from the American Museum of
Natural History. He has helped scientists identify numerous species. They have named at least
eight new species in his honor.Among perils facing the sea, shell collecters’ harm to mollusks
might compare to personal car trips versus the global fossil fuels industry in accruing the carbon
emissions warming Earth. How you drive your car matters because transportation is the biggest
source of U.S. emissions; our individual actions reflect the larger ethos that could help us live
within the planet’s ecological limits. Yet one family’s way of living means little if we don’t change
the larger industrial systems now breaking those limits.The disappearance of mollusks and their
shells from bays, beaches, and estuaries is most often linked to destruction of their habitats,
including pollution. Mollusks famously clean up the water around them; scientists sometimes call
them “the liver of our rivers.” Like livers, their soft bodies can take only so much. The digestive
glands of marine mollusks living near human shores brim with dozens of contaminants such as
PCBs and pesticides including DDT banned in the United States in 1972, revealing how
everything we put out into the world comes back to us. Plastic is spreading yet farther. Tropical
islands where no humans live are stifled in grocery-bag sludge thick as seaweed. Mollusks
hunkered in the most remote arctic and deepest seas are ingesting microplastic fibers shed from
our yoga pants.Meanwhile the shell-makers most beloved to humans for their beauty—like
Queen Conchs and Chambered Nautilus—are the ones we’re killing off for their beauty. Other
threatened species are not listed as such, or studied as much, because mollusks don’t draw the
attention or research dollars of animals like sea turtles and pandas whose eyes are big, soulful,
and not mounted on tentacles. The Red List of the International Union for Conservation of Nature
—the official gauge for the staggering decline of animals now underway around the world—
severely underestimates loss of invertebrates, which make up an estimated 97 percent of all
creatures.The pages of history fill in some of what’s been lost. Early American coastlines were
dense in oysters, scallops, clams—add abalone on the west coast—before we dredged or
buried them alive to make way for waterfront development. When Henry Hudson sailed his ship
Half Moon into New York Harbor in 1609, he had to navigate 350 square miles of oyster reefs.
Within three centuries, oysters no longer colonized the harbor.Colorful giant clams grew so
abundantly in the shallow coasts of the Indo-Pacific that the nineteenth-century British
conchologist Hugh Cuming described drifting over a solid mile of them on a collecting trip. Today
the largest species are locally extinct in China, Taiwan, Singapore, and numerous smaller
islands where they were overharvested for their adductor muscle—a sashimi delicacy—and



their shells.Ambitious restoration projects are underway in New York and other historic oyster
bays around the world, and in giant-clam nurseries—some at top-secret locations to evade
poachers—in the Pacific. Bringing back these seminal creatures could help restore the seas we
share and establish the clean ocean farming we need to feed people and save wild fish. Yet their
vulnerability to the warming, acidifying seas makes success far from certain.The carbon dioxide
we send into the atmosphere by burning coal and oil; manufacturing cement and plastics; and
leveling the world’s great forests is warming the Earth unevenly. The sea and its life are taking a
far greater blow than those of us on land. The oceans have silently absorbed 90 percent of the
additional heat—already, some places have become too warm for mollusks. Oceans have also
taken up a third of the carbon dioxide, which has made seawater 30 percent more acidic than at
the start of the industrial era.This chemical change, known as ocean acidification, has begun to
limit the carbonate that mollusks use to make their shells. Acidic waters are also boring into
some shells, pitting or eroding them. One of the world’s tiniest shelled creatures, the sea
butterflies—a source of food for other sea life including shorebirds and whales—have thin, hard
shells especially sensitive to the changing ocean chemistry. Scientists around the world have
found these pteropod shells thinning, or corroding in their delicate outer layers.The luminous
fairies may be signaling what could happen to other shelled life as the seas turn more acidic. In
the Pacific Northwest, young oysters have died off en masse, unable to build shell in lower-pH
seawater. In California, scientists detect radical changes in the way mussels build their sleek
black shells, trying to adapt. In the lab, ubiquitous periwinkles—wee bivalves common to rocky
shores and soup bowls—build a weaker shell when subjected to seawater just a bit more acidic
than today’s. In experiments that replicate the acidity forecast for a century from now, conch
shells deteriorate. Scallops and clams build thinner homes. Scientists find that triton shells living
near seeps with predicted future levels of CO2 grow thinner—and a third smaller—than those in
normal conditions. The large spirals blown by the Greek god Triton to calm the seas or raise the
waves are sending us a signal.IN WILLIAM WORDSWORTH’S autobiographical poem The
Prelude, the narrator falls asleep near the sea and starts to dream. He holds a seashell to his ear
and hearsA loud prophetic blast of harmony;An Ode, in passion uttered, which
foretoldDestruction to the children of the earthBy deluge, now at hand.Seashells do not really
echo their native ocean, as people have believed for centuries. Nor do they foretell coming
storms, as old superstition had it. Contrary to a more modern theory still found in some kids’ fact
books, they don’t magnify the sound of blood through our veins.No, the poet got much closer to
the science when his narrator held the shell to his ear and heard his own mind’s fear. A large
spiraled shell like a conch, whelk, or India’s sacred chank is simply the perfect resonating
chamber. Like a hand cupped to the ear, it picks up ambient noise in the environment—
amplifying exactly what’s going on around us.The modern signs from seashells are as clear as
those that showed earlier generations the age of Earth or the rise and fall of ancient seas. They
are also pointing to the considerable solutions that lie beneath the ocean’s waves. The mollusks,
and the seagrass meadows where many of them begin life, sequester tons of carbon. They build



some of the world’s most efficient homes, and the best storm barriers known. They tap sunlight
and algae for fuel.Their ranks include the longest-lived animal known—the burrowing Ocean
Quahog, Arctica islandica, that can live beyond four hundred years—and the longest-surviving.
The fabled nautilus has lived through warming, acidic oceans before. They do hold wisdom from
the sea.THIS BOOK WAS born in a record warm and rainy winter (records now shattered) on
Sanibel Island in southwest Florida, where every street is named for the seashells that wash
ashore on the southern beaches. The marine biologist José H. Leal had invited me to give a
book talk at Sanibel’s Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum, which is devoted entirely to
shells and their makers. Leal, who grew up near the beach in Rio de Janeiro, has the lithe build,
leather bracelets, and serene bearing of a lifelong surfer. He is an expert in the biodiversity of
mollusks and in their constantly changing scientific nomenclature. Fluent in four languages, he
reads another two. He has worked in the world’s great shell collections, from the Smithsonian in
Washington D.C. to the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris, and edits The Nautilus,
one of the oldest scientific journals of mollusks. Yet he found what he considers his most vital
role in a place that hosts shell-craft lessons where visitors glue googly eyes onto nature’s
masterworks. For Leal, and a number of marine scientists I’ve met in the years since, helping
people understand what’s happening to the world and its life has become even more important
than their research. (I once asked Leal for his opinion on shell craft; he would say only that some
of his best friends glue googly eyes on shells.)Ten years before I met Leal, the shell museum
had surveyed its visitors, many of them tourists and their children visiting Florida, to find out how
much they already knew about seashells. The survey revealed that 90 percent of the visitors had
no idea that a shell is made by a living animal. Most people thought they were stones.As much
as the modern crisis of truth is a conceit of politics, it is also a consequence of that severing from
nature. When Pokémon characters are more familiar to children than the snails that helped
inspire them, when drifts of plastic are far more common than sea-shells on many beaches of
the world, natural history and life’s struggle to survive are hard to know.The chapters that follow
take the form of a coiled shell, circling out from an apex in Sanibel, spiritual home of every mad
sheller. The apex, the pointy top of the spire, is where the mollusk begins its life and work of
shell-building. I, too, was born in this part of the world, in the county that is also home to Sanibel
Island. As a child I loved collecting shells and visiting the cheesy, self-proclaimed “largest shell
shop in the world” on the mainland. Only as an adult did I learn about the great cities of shell built
by Indigenous coastal people living here more than a thousand years ago. The Calusa left the
most extensive shellworks known in the United States: cultural and natural archives almost
entirely flattened by twentieth-century road graders.From Florida, the narrative winds outward to
tell stories of some of humanity’s most iconic seashells, the animals that make them, the people
intertwined with them, and the changing seas we share. Modern shell madness rose in Europe
with the first mega-corporations: the Dutch and British East India companies, whose ships
carried home tropical seashells and other high-demand goods from the East and lit the flame of
global consumerism that has become an inferno.The era also saw the rise of the first worldwide



currency, a small white shell with an outsized imprint on history and culture. Harvested en masse
in the Maldives under a succession of queens, shining Money Cowries were moved along trade
routes as ship ballast and became the dominant currency of the transatlantic slave trade.
Following the cowries brought me and my teenage son to the slave castles of West Africa on the
400th anniversary of the first voyage carrying enslaved people from those shores to America’s—
seashells revealing as much of human nature as nature.This book is about seeing what has
gone unseen. The life inside the shell; the Maldivian queens and others left out of history books;
the connections between the human condition and that of the sea. Just as we’ve loved seashells
for the gorgeous exterior rather than the animals that build them, we’ve loved the oceans as the
beautiful backdrop of life rather than the very source. The narrative also winds through time. It
begins with the earliest shelled life known, from nearly a billion years ago, then turns to fossil
shells like the spiraling ammonites that left signposts to evolution, extinction, and geologic
change.In the days before the Scientific Revolution, many people just thought the ancient
seashells were stones.Part IMIRACLEOneFIRST SHELLSMARINE FOSSILSQuadrireticulum
allisoniaeAlong the Alaska–Canada border where the Yukon River hisses with the silts of deep
time, an earth scientist hopped out of a helicopter forty years ago onto a forsaken mountain
slope, following her hunch about rocks from an ancient sea.Carol Wagner Allison grew up in the
Yukon, where her grandfather settled as a medical missionary in the 1890s, and began her
career hunting some of the world’s oldest sea life when she was just twenty-one. She was fresh
out of Berkeley in 1953 when Shell Oil hired her to work as a micropaleontologist in Bakersfield,
California, the petroleum capital of the West. The remains of sea life—the fossils in fossil fuels—
could guide oil companies on where to sink their money and wells. So-called bug hunters or
micro-men, for they were mostly men, were the hottest scientists in the oil industry in those days
before advances in high-resolution seismic imaging gave geologists a 3-D view of the carbonate
reservoirs underground that hold much of the world’s drillable oil.In 1960, Allison left fossil fuels
for fossil sand dollars. She returned to Berkeley to earn her doctorate in invertebrate
paleontology, specializing in the flattened sea urchins that have made their exquisite five-petal
shells since before the dinosaurs. But she was keenest on older, tinier life-forms that couldn’t be
seen with the naked eye. Settled as a professor and museum curator at the University of Alaska
in Fairbanks, she spent her summers 400 miles east—“looking for her bonanza” along the Yukon
border, as her husband and fellow paleontologist Dick Allison later put it.Allison found that
bonanza in 1977, chiseling into limestone and black shale along a remote mountain range
known as the Fifteenmile Group. Back at her lab, magnifying rocks from the haul, she discovered
a curious batch of tiny fossils. Single-celled organisms from a primal sea, the microscopic
beings were covered in intricate plates, like minerals woven into lace. But the fossils hadn’t held
up well in the fragile rock. Allison was not able to confirm their age, give or take a few hundreds
of millions of years. Nor was she able to solve the mystery of the plates—had they been made
by the organisms themselves, as she suspected, or formed after their death?—before she
herself died of cancer at age fifty-nine.Allison had to abandon her research to fight her illness,



and she never knew just what she had found. It would be decades before another young bug
hunter, not yet born when Allison collected the plated microfossils, picked up the trail and finally
confirmed the late paleontologist’s hunch. The Yukon rocks held the earliest-known evidence of
biomineralization—life’s ingenuity to take up minerals from the surrounding environment and turn
them into hard parts.Allison had discovered Earth’s first-known shells.FOR ALL THEIR color,
gloss, and architectural flair, the allure of seashells may have most to do with the geometric
order in their forms. The intricate patterns follow evolutionary blueprints drafted in those earlier
seas. Seen sideways with their two halves pressed together, the radial ribs of a cockle shell
close like a pair of wings around a great bird. To stare into the spiral top of a whelk or cone shell
is to see the swirl of the Milky Way; a reminder that Native American people as widely separated
as the Aztecs of Mexico and the Winnebago of Nebraska equated shells with stars.Spiral
seashells evoke galaxies because of their logarithmic pattern of growth, best seen in a cross
section of the Chambered Nautilus. Each graceful coil is wider than the next by a constant factor,
making a nautilus shell one of the most recognizable spirals in nature. Life loves logarithmic
spirals. They shaped the shells of tiny foraminifera, some of the first marine microfossils studied
in microscopes in the seventeenth century. They patterned the ammonites, fossil mollusks long
vanished, but close enough to the living nautilus that they emboldened scientists in the same era
to think about evolution and geologic change.Nature’s precise aesthetic became ours. The
evidence that a shell-inspired Leonardo da Vinci designed the left-handed spiral staircase at
France’s Château de Blois divides architectural believers and skeptics to this day. Browse the
pages of Leonardo’s notebooks, full of coiling fossil shells and his own sketched whorls, and
count me with the believers.Seashells were models for the original minaret, the protective
portico, the scalloped edge, and countless other iconic forms now moved from sea to skyline:
Antoni Gaudí’s vaulted rooftops in Catalonia; Frank Lloyd Wright’s spiraling Guggenheim
Museum in New York; and Jørn Utzon’s Sydney Opera House in Australia, the waterfront beauty
for which Utzon credits the fierce-looking cockscomb oyster, Lopha cristagalli.Yet appreciating
seashells apart from the life that evolved to build them is like appreciating Leonardo for his
notebook sketches while overlooking his living, breathing paintings.Indeed, some mollusks have
two retractable eyes, mounted at the tip of curious tentacles, that seem to follow you like the
Mona Lisa. Others have a hundred electric blue eyes, set in dazzling rows. They are animals with
rapacious tongues and rows of teeth to feed big, wolf-hungry stomachs. They are animals that
dive and leap. Animals that scurry across the ocean floor, burrow down into sand, climb up
rocks, turn corners, and flip somersaults. Animals that leave tracks like paws in mud. Animals
that swim—propelled by wings graceful as butterflies or clapping shells, clunky like cartoon
clams. Animals that ascend and descend in the water column; the Chambered Nautilus filling its
sections with liquid and gas like a master diver who spent half a billion years perfecting
buoyancy.They are animals that breathe and bleed and have a beating heart. Yet our infatuation
with them generally strikes only after the heart has stopped.THIRTY YEARS AFTER Allison
collected her curious fossils at the Alaska–Yukon border, in the summer of 2007, another



helicopter startled a grizzly bear off the same rocky outcrop and dropped off a pair of earth
scientists shouldering a shotgun along with their rock hammers and packs.Phoebe Cohen and
Francis Macdonald, then graduate students at Harvard, set out to retrace Allison’s steps to see if
they could find more of the plated beings, better preserved. It was an unseasonably cold June,
and snow still streaked the mountainside. For weeks, the scientists spent daylight that lasted
through midnight hammering along the steep slopes and filling their backpacks with rocks—
making for an ungainly run when the bear returned.They collected the shining black shale and
the hardier limestone. The latter, it turned out, had preserved its makers. Back in their
Cambridge lab, boring into the rocks with weak acid, Cohen and Macdonald found the microbes,
impeccably preserved. They were just 20 microns wide; one-fifth the width of a strand of hair.
Supersizing them to three dimensions with a scanning electron microscope, the scientists saw
just what they’d been looking for—the latticed plates described by Allison.They also thought they
saw a revolution on the primal path to life. Like microscopic medieval knights in elaborate chain
mail, the organisms seemed to be decked out in armor, studded with sharp spines jutting out
along the perimeter. Some look like the spikes on that protozoan pincushion the thorny oyster.
Cohen and Macdonald suspected they were looking at the origins of biomineralization—the
ability of organisms to construct hard physical structures like shells, bones, and teeth from
minerals in the surrounding environment.Previous research had placed biomineralization at
about 750 million years ago, but only tenuously. Like trees in a petrified forest, mineral structures
that looked like the work of living creatures might instead have turned to stone after they died.
Cohen’s doctoral advisor thought this was what happened to the Alaskan microfossils. Cohen—
who’d loved seashells since childhood, their forms inspiring her countless hours in the lab
researching and admiring microscopic shelled sea algae called coccolithophores—suspected
he was wrong. But it took her ten years to prove it.Cohen, now a professor of geosciences at
Williams College, has smiling brown eyes, matching hair in a short pixie, and an admiration for
Dana Scully. Like her X-Files idol, she stays on the case. Over the next decade, Cohen returned
to the steep slopes of the Yukon and, with colleagues at Dartmouth and Oxford zooming in with
one of the most powerful microscopes in the world, went on to analyze hundreds more
microfossils bearing the mineral plates.The shapes themselves didn’t vary among specimens,
suggesting life had built them with a biological blueprint. By comparison, the fossils of soft-
bodied creatures become randomly squished and distorted by the forces of geology and time.
Analyzing the images over months and then years, Cohen and her colleagues were able to show
how each plate was woven in precise order from elongated mineral fibers—as if with
purpose.“The hexagonal order, with lots and lots of details, showed that this was not random,
but made under the influence of life,” Cohen told me. “These are organisms deciding how they
are going to look.”The scientists were ultimately able to date them to around 800 million years
old. The tiny beings had lived in a radical geologic era called the Neoproterozoic: the bridge
between the largely microbial world and the great diversity of animals to come. Cohen
appreciated another bridge, as well: “It makes me so happy to know that in a very male-



dominated field, it was another woman climbing over those mountains, fighting off the
mosquitoes, keeping an eye out for bears, and collecting those magical rocks.”WHEN THE
FIRST shelled life-forms were coming to be, Earth was like Whoville without Horton: a world of
tiny life, nothing big. (It’s still predominantly a tiny world, only the microbes are now dwarfed by
the less populous fungi, plants, and animals—vertebrates like us and invertebrates like the
mollusks.) Life had roused in the primitive sea, perhaps in hydrothermal vents as chemicals
roiled in fissures cracked open on the ocean floor by grinding tectonic plates. Oozing green,
purple, and brown slime and wafting a rotten-egg stink of hydrogen sulfide gas, microbes clung
together in vast mats, mounds, and reefs that took shape hundreds of millions of years before
the first corals.In this time before land, single-celled organisms picked up a familiar habit: eating
each other. Cohen and other geoscientists find that the earliest marks of predators date to
around the same time as the earliest evidence for shells. Microscopic amoebae can be scarred
with drill holes not unlike those bored into unsuspecting clams. On the summer afternoon my
five-year-old collected shells for her necklaces, she didn’t ask—and I didn’t offer—how they got
their perfectly beveled holes. It wasn’t quite the day to explain how some mollusks sneak up on
others from under the sand; secrete acid to weaken the top of the clam or cockle shell; drill a
hole with a spiked tongue covered with hundreds of teeth; then probe the saw-tongue inside to
paralyze their brethren, scrape them from the shell, and devour them alive.Surrounded by a sea
of predators, the first shelled beings armored themselves with materials they could find nearby.
The plated microbes discovered by Allison and identified by Cohen used calcium phosphates, a
family of minerals abundant in the primordial oceans. A couple hundred million years later,
mollusks would claim calcium carbonate for their shells and mix it into building material to make
their own famously creative defenses: spikes that look remarkably similar to those of the primal
shell-makers. Narrow openings to foil unwelcome visitors. Polished veneers that slip through
crab pincers. Tough little doors, known as opercula, that can slam shut like a castle gate.When
you lift a living conch from the shore and turn it over, if you are lucky and catch a glimpse of the
soft animal as it pulls back into its shell, the muscular flesh you see contracting is known as the
foot. The mantle—the part of the animal that builds the shell you are holding—is just inside, a
thin cloak wrapped around the organs. Like the magical cloaks of folklore, you don’t see the
mantle in most mollusks, but it’s there working miracles. As it protects the animal’s soft parts, the
mantle also pulls minerals from the surrounding seawater and secretes the shell at its edges.A
mollusk mixes the calcium carbonate with a bit of protein, creating a sticky matrix; then builds
the shell layer by layer as it grows. While a human brick-mason works from the bottom up, the
mollusk starts at the top and adds new layers at the bottom—constantly widening its aperture, or
the part of the shell we hold to our ear, to expand its living space. In a brick wall, the top layer is
the newest. In shells, the pointy top of a spiral is the oldest part of a mollusk’s home. Known as
the apex, it’s where the animal fit when it was just born.Mollusks that build a single spiraling shell
are the gastropods (from the Greek: gaster for “stomach” and podos, “foot”). They coil their shell
around an invisible axis as they grow. Hinged bivalves—double-shelled mollusks such as clams



—expand their homes at the open edge. Each different species has its own model for arranging
the calcium carbonate crystals at different angles to create rough or glossy surfaces, colors, and
structures.Sculpting minerals from the seawater into hard parts like those early armored
microbes, mollusks and their shells became part of the ocean’s great chemical harmony, and in
turn the Earth’s. Calcifying sea creatures including mollusks and crustaceans, corals, and sea
urchins—joining shelled plants like the vast, sun-loving blooms of coccolithophores that Cohen
admired under her microscope—upcycle ocean chemicals to build their forms. They make their
calcium carbonate from dissolved calcium and carbon—the backbone of life that becomes too
much of a good thing when overloaded into the atmosphere as carbon dioxide. That makes
every shell not only a work of art, but a chemical vault; carbon bound up in beauty rather than
warming the world.THE ITALIAN WRITER Italo Calvino imagined only one possible purpose for
the creation of something so intensely beautiful as a seashell. In Calvino’s short story “The
Spiral,” 500 million years ago a mollusk falls in love. Sensing his competition among fellow blobs,
he begins to secrete a shell to draw the attention of his desired. He expresses himself in his art,
winding all of his love into the spiral and color of his shell.But the mollusk fails to anticipate that
when eyes evolve, they will bring sight to other creatures—yet not to his beloved. She never
sees the temple he has built. Looking back from modern times, he is rueful. His consolation is
that he has also made the world: the honeycombs and the reign of Cleopatra, the telescopes
and the ice cream trucks.“In making the shell,” he realized, “I had also made the rest.”As
calcifying organisms evolved, flourished, and perished, they created a lot of the rest. We walk on
a world of shell—the carbonate remains of all the calcified life that has ever lived. Added up in
the sea and on the land, those remains also represent among the largest stores of carbon on
Earth.Shelled planktons and corals and mollusks made some of those oil reservoirs hunted by
the micro-men. They made the limestone aquifers that hold freshwater underground. The
calcifying life-forms gave us mountains and they gave us marble. Tiny creatures transformed
titanic contours in limestone cliffs from Lake Michigan to Moldova; in the karst islands of Vietnam
and Greece and the Caribbean; and atop the highest mountains on Earth. Mount Everest is
peaked with marine life that plied the Tethys Sea between India and Asia more than 400 million
years ago. “If by some fiat I had to restrict all this writing to one sentence,” wrote John McPhee in
his geological tome Annals of the Former World, “this is the one I would choose: ‘The summit of
Mount Everest is marine limestone.’”Marine life is reincarnated in the sculptures of ancient gods
and in the antacid tablets we chew for heartburn. Ancient people burned shells to make slaked
lime, one of the first manufactured chemicals. Now limestone is churned into cement in one of
the largest manufacturing endeavors in the world. Limestone is woven into our lives in smaller
ways too; it is a key ingredient in cereal and toothpaste. Humans have been brushing their teeth
with seashells since at least the Ancient Greeks, who crushed oyster shells into their toothpaste
as a cleaning abrasive for the same reason Crest adds calcium carbonate today.In the United
States, many of us walked our children to the first day of kindergarten on shells. The shell was in
the carbonate bedrock deep underground, and it was in the sidewalk under the new pair of



shoes. Compressed by the elements and time, tiny fossil seashells formed the limestone that
underlies much of the nation—in turn mined, cut, and built into some of our iconic human
spaces: the Pentagon, the Lincoln Memorial, the Washington National Cathedral, the Empire
State Building. All owe their power to fragile beings.From a distance, the walls of Rockefeller
Center look creamy smooth. Look closely, and you’ll see coils and spirals, fans and curlicues
embedded in the limestone, quarried in Indiana and formed from denizens of the shallow sea
that covered the Midwest 300 million years ago. In the sprawling lobby at 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
flatcoiled mollusks called maclurites swirl in white against dark stone formed from Ordovician
seas and quarried from Crown Point Formation in Vermont. The coils gleam from the same stone
in the shining black floors of the Maine State Capitol building in Augusta, constant if unnoticed
reminders of the negligible span of human affairs.Like squeezing toothpaste from the tube,
geological pressure pushed the remains of shelled creatures up and out of the ground over half
a billion years, fusing their hard parts in rough outcrops, smooth marble, and fine chalk. Along
England’s southeastern coastline, a great bloom of plated coccolithophores drifted to the ocean
floor 100 million years ago. They lay buried in a shallow sea until Earth’s crust shifted and thrust
them upward to form the White Cliffs of Dover, a climax of geomorphology and Shakespeare’s
King Lear:There is a cliff, whose high and bending headLooks fearfully in the confined
deep.Bring me to the very brim of it,And I’ll repair the misery thou dost bearWith something rich
about me.From that place I shall no leading need.From a distance at the high and bending
overlook, the cliffs look smooth and flawlessly white. Up close, the chalk is filled with the casings
and casts of extinct marine life. Visitors find sharks’ teeth, sponges and echinoids, prehistoric
lobster-like claws, and ancient bivalves. Coiled ammonites pop from the chalk after high tides
and cliff falls, as if brand new.IN 1868, THE intensely sideburned English biologist Thomas
Huxley gave a talk to the working-class men of Norwich, England: “On a Piece of Chalk,” to this
day one of history’s most impressive works of science writing. Launching from “the bit of chalk
which every carpenter carries about in his breeches-pocket,” Huxley sketched out the entire
geological history of Britain beginning with marine life in primordial seas.He described the
“innumerable bodies” visible in chalk under a microscope. The work of tiny plants and animals to
separate carbonate of lime from the oceans to build their shells. Their hardening at the bottom of
the sea over time, like the calcium crust at the bottom of the teakettle. “There is no escaping the
conclusion that the chalk itself is the dried mud of an ancient deep sea,” Huxley told the working
men. “A great chapter of the history of the world is written in the chalk.”Once home to strange
swimming reptiles such as the ichthyosaurs, now to the working men and their carpenter’s chalk,
only shelled life straddled present and past. “The longest line of human ancestry must hide its
diminished head before the pedigree of this insignificant shell-fish,” Huxley said. “We
Englishmen are proud to have an ancestor who was present at the Battle of Hastings. The
ancestors of [lamp shells] may have been present at a battle of Ichthyosauria in that part of the
sea which, when the chalk was forming, flowed over the site of Hastings.”Oh, for a modern-day
Huxley to simply explain the world we are reverse engineering. Long-buried carbon that would



normally take millions of years to return to the atmosphere is released in an instant when we
burn fossil fuels. Human dominion unwinds nature’s elegant precision. Life-infused limestone
girds our highways, seawalls, and parking lots as the main ingredient in cement, in turn the main
ingredient in concrete. After water, concrete has become the second-most-consumed material
on Earth: Three tons are manufactured annually for every woman, man, and child on the planet.
That intensity also makes its manufacture one of the largest sources of carbon dioxide
emissions in the world.Chalk became a symbol of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, as artists
sketched hopeful messages on sidewalks; children turned to street games like hopscotch; and
shopkeepers drew circles or lines to keep customers at safe distances in queues. In a trend that
began in France and spread around the world, rebel botanists began to chalk the names of wild
plants pushing up through sidewalk cracks and along walls and roadsides. The Sauvages de ma
rue (“wild things of my street”) chalking campaign aimed to help people see the little daisies,
dandelions, and other flora too often derided as weeds and doused with pesticides.The chalk
itself—and the concrete canvas—could have been a campaign: this chalk … this sidewalk …
this wall, brought to you by foraminifera … coccolithophores … corals … mollusks. Keeping
carbon safely buried for 500 million years.ARISTOTLE MINTED THE word mollusk—in the UK
it’s mollusc—from the Latin mollis, or soft, to describe fleshy bodies. The concept of mollis
shows up frequently, too, in Aristotle’s treatise Rhetoric, on the art of persuasion. It describes
softer arguments, or ways to cushion hard truths; a soft core more palatable than rigidity.Leaving
a half-billion-year record of their evolution, extinctions, and surrounding environment, mollusks
became the world’s great truth tellers. The accumulation of shells lodged into mountaintops and
valleys worldwide were obvious signs of the churns of Earth and its life. Six centuries before
Christ, the Greek philosopher and poet Xenophanes of Colophon had seen seashells high in a
cliff on Malta and speculated that the sea had once covered the land. Aristotle later conjectured
that sea and terra firma must sometimes change places. The waxing and waning of the ocean,
and flooding and drying of the land, were part of the world’s “vital process.”With the same
insights and given far less credit, the Zunis, Native American Pueblo peoples from the Zuni River
valley, saw the presence of fossil oysters, clams, ammonites, and other marine life as proof that
an ocean had once covered the North American desert. The landlocked Zunis had keen
knowledge of the seas bordering the continent when the Smithsonian anthropologist Frank
Hamilton Cushing lived among them in the late nineteenth century. They described the Ocean of
Sunrise; the Ocean of Sunset; the Ocean of the Place of Everlasting Snow; and the Ocean of
Hot Water (the Zunis’ accurate description for the hurricane-fueling Gulf of Mexico). Cushing
brought a Zuni party on a cross-country train journey to meet their “beloved mother,” the Atlantic
Ocean. As they sat on rocks at Boston Harbor’s Deer Island with the tide rising over their feet,
“They recognized in the tide the coming of the beloved gods of the ocean to greet them in token
of pleasure at their work.”Stone beings had convinced the Zuni of earlier life-forms from a time
long past. They told Cushing that “we often see among the rocks the forms of many beings that
live no longer, which shows us that all was different in the ‘days of the new.’”Those convictions



were borne out in the fossil record, slowly chiseled to reveal sea life that no longer survived and
sea bottoms preserved on clifftops. But, steeped in legends and religious beliefs, modern
people took centuries to discover—and then accept—the science of evolution and geological
change.Marine fossils such as the coiled ammonites and dart-like belemnites (from the Greek
word for dart, belemnon) seemed to pop up in the most auspicious places. In China they were
sword stones, Jien-shih. Embedded in the Himalayas were ammonites called salagrama in
Sanskrit; Hindus worshipped them as holy, avatars of the god Vishnu. In the Americas, Blackfoot
and other High Plains Indians called ammonites and other marine fossils “buffalo stones,” or
iniskim, for their resemblance to a sleeping buffalo. The sacred stones were thought to bring
forth buffalo herds and other good fortune.In many parts of the world, people noticed that these
talismans tended to appear after storms. In the Middle Ages, belemnites and other fossil shells
were often called thunderstones, thought to fall from the sky when lightning struck in a
thunderstorm. Dutch legend had it that anyone who found one would be protected from lightning
forever more.By the 1400s, educated Europeans tended to accept one of two theories about
seashells lodged in hillsides and mountains. The first was that, true to the Bible, the shells likely
rose from the sea in an epic flood. The second, known as spontaneous generation, was that the
shells might have grown in the rocks themselves—popping up like crocuses in spring.Leonardo
da Vinci’s leather-bound notebooks are full of geological truths that would not become clear to
scientists for many more decades. In childhood, he had roamed the Italian hillsides formed by a
Jurassic sea. “The shells of oysters and other similar creatures which are born in the mud of the
sea,” he wrote in his curious mirror script alongside black and red chalk drawings, “testify to us of
the change in the earth.”The shells did not magically appear in rockface but had helped make it,
as marine mud and shellfish “became changed into stone.”As for Noah’s Flood lifting seashells
to the mountaintops, “here a doubt arises,” for the simple fact that floodwaters flow downhill.
Leonardo went on to consider every theory for the existence of shells “within the borders of Italy,
far away from the sea and at great heights,” and challenge each one: Even if floodwaters had
reached the mountaintops, he wrote, the heavier shells would not have. To those who claimed
“the shells left their former place and followed the rising waters up to their highest level,” he
described the slow movement of a live cockle, furrowing through the sand. “With such a motion
as this it could not have traveled from the Adriatic Sea as far as Monferrato in Lombardy, a
distance of two hundred and fifty miles in forty days.”Leonardo never published his shell-inspired
observations, likely knowing they wouldn’t be accepted in his time. More than a century later, the
Danish anatomist Nicolaus Steno became obsessed with the same seashells while serving in
Italy’s royal Accademia del Cimento (“academy of experiment”) in Tuscany.Steno would become
the first scientist to publish the theory that the cockles, clams, and other “figured stones” nestled
into mountains must be organic remains. The insight came to him in the middle of a dissection,
as he sliced into the head of a huge shark caught off Italy’s western coast. The giant’s teeth were
familiar. They looked like the “tongue stones” often discovered in the countryside with shells—
believed to be the petrified tongues of snakes or dragons.In his classic 1669 work De solido (“on



solids”), Steno wrote that “an examination of the shell itself proves that these shells were parts of
animals at one time living in a fluid.” He went on to show how the bivalves in the sea and in the
mountains had to be one and the same. The animals themselves, he speculated, built their
shells with a fluid secreted at the edge, “like perspiration.” His description of how mollusks make
their shells would prove remarkably accurate:All the diversity of hues and of spines which
arouse the wonderment in many in the case of shells not only from our own land, but also from
other lands … has no other origin than the edge of the animal enclosed in the shell. This edge,
gradually growing and expanding from something exceedingly small, leaves its impress upon
each margin of the subdivisions, since these margins either form from the fluid which is exuded
from the outer edge of the animal, or are themselves the creature’s outer edges, which, like the
teeth of the shark, grow up anew, perhaps, in the place of the earlier edge.Steno had joined the
Accademia del Cimento to experiment on muscles, particularly how they contract. (His
appointment included a steady supply of cadavers from prisoners sent to the gallows—or
strangled by hand if he needed their necks intact.) But, excited by the fossil shells, he
abandoned muscles and turned to mussels. In The Seashell on the Mountaintop, Alan Cutler
describes Steno’s increasingly long “mussel journeys” into the Tuscan mountains and mines as
he worked out the principles that earn him remembrance as the father of modern geology: that
younger layers of rock sit upon older layers, telling a story in sequence.Geology students learn
“Steno’s principles” to this day. But two hundred years would go by before his theory of
fossilization was accepted in a society that thought of the mysterious shell charms as
thunderstones, tongue stones, or snakestones—coiled snakes turned to stone.Legend had it
that a severe snake infestation had plagued the whaling-port town of Whitby in North Yorkshire,
England, until the founder of the local abbey, St. Hilda, turned the plague of vipers to stone and
hurled them off a cliff. Her feat explained the profusion of ammonites found at the precipice.IN
THE SAME years Nicolaus Steno wandered on his Tuscan mussel journeys, America’s early
naturalists also wondered over shells—even as they encountered hummingbirds, rattlesnakes,
and other strange new life on the continent. Their wax-leather boots crunched marine shells
along riverbanks and at the top of the Appalachian Mountains. Their iron spades turned up
shells in fields, in ridges, and in the mounds that loomed over much of the Eastern
Seaboard.Beneath the New World lay an old. Riverbanks “are composed of Multitudes of
Scallops, Cockles, & other Sea-shells mixed with the Earth,” wrote America’s unheralded first
naturalist, John Banister, from the Colony of Virginia. An Oxford-trained minister with a parish at
the mouth of the Appomattox River, Banister compiled the first catalogues of plants and shells
from the colonies a century before naturalist William Bartram’s better-known Travels. He was one
of the first scientists on either side of the Atlantic to describe mollusk anatomy—a snail’s speck
of a contracting and dilating heart—and is believed to have given Europeans their first look at a
North American marine fossil. The immense, iron-like scallop appeared in the 1685 Historiae
Conchyliorum published by the London physician Martin Lister.Banister would not have
imagined that the great scallop with deep ribs and mesmerizing swirls at the margin was extinct;



it had lived in the Pliocene 4 to 5 million years ago in what is now Virginia’s coastal plain.
Extinction was still an unacceptable concept—an imperfection of God’s creation. But Banister
did reject the popular notion that the devil placed animal likenesses in rocks to tempt Christians’
faith. “Now either the Earth by some kind of Salt of its own, that naturally shoots into such
figures, produced these,” he wrote in his catalogue Mollusca, Fossils, and Stones, “or the Sea in
the former Ages came further up in the Country which I am rather apt to believe.”Marine shells
were found not only in America’s inert stone and on its living shores, but in a compelling third
realm: Seashells wound, practically and spiritually, through the lives of people long settled on the
continent. Native mounds rose along much of the Atlantic and the “Bay of Mexico,” up the
Mississippi River, and far beyond—hundreds more stood undiscovered across San Francisco
Bay and other parts of the West. The coastal mounds, often built of consumed shells, were
testaments to the density and size of the oysters, clams, scallops, and other mollusks crowding
the estuaries when the Europeans arrived.Like the bird flocks that darkened the celestial sphere;
squirrels that skittered in by the hundreds to pick a cornfield clean overnight; and “legion”
mosquitoes that kept colonists locked inside on summer evenings, the abundance of mollusks in
early America is hard to imagine today. New England colonists described fortress-like oyster
banks running for miles; one barricaded the mouth of the Charles River. The credible English
traveler John Josselyn described oysters “nine inches long from the joynt to the toe.”Banister’s
Mollusca, Fossils, and Stones was unusual among early scientific catalogues for including
Native shell cups and beads, along with the shells “of which ye Indians to ye Northward make
their mony called Wampom Peack.” The word wampum was an anglicized version of what Native
people called their traditional shell beads, hand-carved from North Atlantic channel whelk and
quahog clams. Tooled into small white-and-purple tubes and woven into patterned belts,
wampum obviously held great value. Europeans often interpreted it as money—source of our
slang use of “clams” for dollars. But the shells were closer to language than coin.Like an
extension of the animal that made the purple-and-white luster, shell beads were considered
living in the manner of living documents, Chief Irving Powless Jr. of the modern Onondaga
Nation explained the year before his death in 2017. Exchanged in story belts or strings, wampum
was a system of discourse and diplomacy. Anyone holding the shell-beads was said to speak
the truth.The Iroquois welcomed the Europeans to their territory with the “Two Row Wampum
Belt” known as Guswenta, whose rows of darker shells symbolized two vessels traveling the
same river in peace, each adhering to its own laws and customs and not steering into the other.
Yet laws and customs collided as the colonists appropriated shell beads for what they often
described as “mercenary transactions.” The definition stuck with Carl Linnaeus, the Swedish
naturalist who developed the two-name classifications for plant and animal life. He named the
American quahog used for purple wampum Venus mercenaria—later changed to Mercenaria
mercenaria. Setting course for the future nation’s free-market system, colonists made wampum
an official substitute for colonial money and even began to manufacture it themselves.
Mercenary it was.Like the Zuni, Native people in the American East encountered by the



colonists believed through their traditions that “these parts are supposed some ages past to
have lain under the sea.” Banister was among the colonists who wanted to learn from the earlier
people. He was working on the Native section of his natural history of Virginia when he died in an
apparent accident on a collecting expedition. He was kneeling to collect a small something near
the Roanoke River when he was shot and killed by one of the hired men in his party.Banister
died at age thirty-eight, just as he was preparing to spend more time with “ye Indians to take a
View of their Towns, Forts, Manner of Living, Customes.” His unfinished manuscript “Of the
Natives” is a glimpse into the lives of a people settled near the tidewaters; historians believe they
were the Appomattoc. His descriptions of their worship, language, food, medicine, music, tools,
and clothing reveal a ubiquity of shells. The men shaved their faces with sharpened mussel
shells. The women gathered long hair into a single lock wrapped in white shell beads.
Worshippers left wampum at a sacred place at the falls.IT WOULD BE nearly two hundred more
years before the Scottish geologist Charles Lyell laid out in his book Principles of Geology how
Earth had been shaped, not by biblical catastrophes but by slow-moving natural forces of
change. Lyell’s insights about distinct past eras came largely from fossil seashells—some he
learned about during repeated trips to America in the mid-1800s. He traveled with his wife, Mary
Elizabeth Lyell, a shell collector who had studied with her geologist father and became an expert
in the taxonomy of fossil shells.Lyell, trained as a lawyer, knew how to find the right witnesses
and ask the right questions. During tours of the plantations spread across America’s Deep
South, he learned that fossil seashells regularly turned up in the cotton fields and popped up in
the wells. He tried asking plantation owners what lay beneath their fields, but they often couldn’t
say. They hadn’t dug the wells themselves, or labored in any other excavation work. Enslaved
people, Lyell found, knew the land and knew its fossils. When a proprietor couldn’t answer his
questions, Lyell would meet the enslaved land manager, and “he could usually give me a clear
account of the layers of sand, clay, and limestone they had passed through, and of fishes’ teeth
they had found, some of which had occasionally been preserved.”Enslaved people “were very
inquisitive to know my opinion as to the manner in which marine shells, sharks’ teeth, sea
urchins, and corals could have been buried in the Earth so far from the sea and at such a height,”
Lyell wrote. “The deluge had occurred to them as a cause, but they were not satisfied with it,
observing that they procured these remains not merely near the surface, but from the bottom of
deep wells, and that others were in flint stones.”The story reflects how the path of discovery is
often slow, looping, and multi-sourced, rather than the linear breakthrough of a lone genius.
Science is informed by countless contributors—historic and living, named and unnamed.
Finders and fanciers of fossils and living seashells made serious contributions, and still do. The
British fossil expert Mary Anning is anonymously known to the generations who grew up with the
verse said to have been written about her: “She sells seashells by the seashore.” Her real
legacies, the fossil discoveries she made in Lyell’s time, were often credited to the male
paleontologists and wealthy collectors who bought them from her shop on the Jurassic Coast of
England.Anning was eleven when her father died, leaving the family impoverished. She and her



brother dug in the cliffs of Lyme Regis for ammonites, then still called snakestones, and other
curios so their mother could sell them to seaside visitors. Anning made three of history’s great
paleontological discoveries before she was thirty, including excavating the first complete
ichthyosaur and plesiosaur skeletons. She became known to scientists on both sides of the
Atlantic, led them through the cliffs, and shared her finds and ideas with them. As one visitor
noted, Anning could identify any fossil bone and shell, and “she understands more of the
science than anyone else in this kingdom.” She corresponded with leading geologists, including
Charles Lyell. In 1829, Lyell enlisted her help in measuring erosion along the Dorset coastline as
he worked through his ideas about geologic change. But he and most of the scientists who
learned from Anning and her fossils did not credit her.A few years before she died of breast
cancer at the age of forty-seven, Anning wrote with modesty to a friend, that “from what little I
have seen of the fossil World and Natural History, I think the connection or analogy between the
Creatures of the former and present World” is “much greater than is generally supposed.”It was
still twenty years before Charles Darwin published his theory of evolution—the great analogy
between creatures of the former and present world.CAROL ALLISON, THE Alaska
paleontologist who had discovered the earliest-known shelled life before she died of cancer,
would be credited by the young bug hunter who picked up her trail in the Yukon. Phoebe Cohen
named her plated microfossils Quadrireticulum allisoniae.Allison’s abiding legacy is not only the
novelty of finding Earth’s first-known shells. Cohen and a new generation of scientists now drill
into the world’s oldest layers of shelled life—or into more recent fossil shells, themselves—to
understand past climate change and how life survived it or perished. In microscopic foraminifera
coiled like ammonites; in corals that show scientists the times the world was warm; in giant
clams with rings visible as those on a tree, the shells tell stories. They tell of dramatic
temperature shifts, different levels of gas, rising and falling seas, the great swelling and
retreating of ice. They tell who lived and who died. The legacy of Allison’s discovery, Cohen
says, is the story of coevolution and survival: “Organisms and their environment evolving
together through time.”Or going extinct, as it were, because of chemical changes in the ocean.
Cohen suspects that was the fate of Allison’s ancient, armored Whos.TwoEVERYTHING FROM
SHELLSTHE CHAMBERED NAUTILUSNautilus pompiliusSitting near the window in his
classroom at East Dover Elementary School in New Jersey, the fourth-grader traced leaves on
thick paper with his stylus, a tool for writing in braille. His teacher had nailed screening to a
wooden board and mounted the paper on top so her blind student could punch out a catalogue
of trees in his new country. The maple and oak leaves were strangely different from those he
knew back home in the Netherlands; rougher and pungent.Geerat Vermeij could hear the
scratches of lead on paper from his classmates drawing in their sketchbooks. Then he heard a
different sound; his teacher, Caroline Colberg, busy at the windowsill setting up a new display.
He finished his art assignment before the others and wandered over to investigate.Mrs. Colberg
had vacationed on Sanibel Island in southwest Florida and brought back a trove of seashells. It
was 1956, and shell collecting was becoming “the nation’s fastest-growing hobby,” the



Washington Post declared. Servicemen stationed in Okinawa, Guam, Midway, and other Pacific
islands during World War II had returned home with rucksacks full of tropical shells, quiet beauty
that perhaps tempered the horrific memory of the shells of war. Collectors were launching shell
clubs from New York to California to share prize specimens and travel tips. Sanibel was their
mecca.The island juts sidelong from the Florida peninsula in a wide, upturned curve, in the
shape of the Cheshire Cat’s smile. As mollusks and their shells tumble in Gulf currents, tides,
and storms, the animals and their coveted homes are trapped by 12 miles of beach sloping
gently along the cat’s chin. Shells pile up in famed drifts, “sometimes as high as three feet,” the
New York Times gushed in a Sanibel travel article the year of Mrs. Colberg’s display, “every shell
immaculately fresh and iridescent.”From those drifts Mrs. Colberg picked out a long, tapered
Lightning Whelk and a deep-ridged Atlantic Giant Cockle, among other seashells, for her fourth-
graders back home. It was right around his tenth birthday when Geerat walked to the classroom
window, moved his hands along the sill, and picked up the whelk. The shell was surprisingly
heavy. He marveled at its heft and form, narrowing from a knobby crown at the top to a slender
funnel at the tip, its interior smooth as his family’s modest Dutch plates that had shattered in
transit between the Netherlands and their new home in America.Geerat ran his fingers across
the different shells and their spired peaks and saw-toothed edges, comparing the ribbed
exteriors and the smooth insides. He was struck by the contrast between these shells and the
smaller, coarser finds he’d collected on the beaches of the North Sea. Even more than the
American tree leaves, the Florida seashells were wildly different from the Dutch. The shells he
knew from Scheveningen Beach were chalky and plain. Those from Sanibel Island were
polished and ornate. Even those with the same name—cockles—had little in common besides
their fan-shaped ribs. The cockles at home were nubby and much thicker than this sculpted
giant engulfing his hand.“I was overwhelmed by the beauty and the elegance,” Professor Vermeij
tells me six decades later as we sit with our knees close together in his office at the University of
California at Davis, just outside Sacramento. The evolutionary biologist’s hair and trim beard are
white, but he has the open smile and enthusiasm of the ten-year-old child. His pale blue eyes
are captivating and seem to look directly into mine, though I know they are prosthetic.His office
is packed with shells, their tiny labels raised in braille. Yet I can think only of his parents, who in
the late 1940s and early 1950s made two life-changing decisions for their youngest son. The first
was to have his eyes surgically removed at age three. After the boy endured a string of
unsuccessful operations, they decided to sacrifice his slight vision to eliminate his intense pain
and risk of brain damage from an unusual childhood glaucoma. The second was to leave their
native Netherlands, where blind children were then educated in special boarding schools—
Geerat’s far from their home. The family chose New Jersey for its enlightened policy that the
blind should be educated with sighted peers in classrooms like Mrs. Colberg’s.The boy’s
questions grew as numerous as the shells on the windowsill while his classmates, many with
fathers who had fought in the Pacific, began to bring in others from home. Why did the cowries
seem to be covered in a thick coat of varnish? Why would a tiny mollusk build a prickly spinning



top like the Tectarius coronatus a classmate’s father had found in the Philippines?The answers
had to do with mollusks’ extraordinary survival over 500 million years—thanks in large part to
their shells. The soft animals averted predators and endured noxious conditions through mass
extinctions that killed almost everything else in the sea. Their shells told the story of their
evolution, and that of the organisms and oceans changing around them. Vermeij learned to read
them like braille.I LEARNED NOT to ask shell collectors and scientists their favorite shell. It’s like
asking a parent to name a favorite child. They almost always have a vivid memory of their first
shell; the one that got them hooked. I was struck by how often the story involved schoolteachers
or grandparents.At the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History, Christopher Meyer
studies how cowries evolved and spread around the world; I figured his first shell would have
been some lustrous Tiger Cowrie. But the mollusk curator traces his life’s work to making shell
crafts with his grandmother on family visits from his home in Pittsburgh to hers in Wyckoff, New
Jersey. She’d stashed boxes of shells from her trips to Sanibel and its sibling island, Captiva,
down in the basement. Meyer loved digging gently through them for attached donax—shell
people call it “articulated” when the halves of a bivalve are found fused—the colorful clam shells
that look like little butterflies. The two spent hours making collages, dioramas, and shell animals
with Elmer’s glue.Surrounded by the world’s largest and most valuable shell collection, Meyer’s
most beloved shell keepsake is a little duck he made with his grandmother. A child’s excess of
glue cements its Moon Snail head with shell beak to its Turkey Wing body with shell feet.Harry
Lee’s first shell was a lustrous Tiger Cowrie. The Florida physician is credited with the largest
private shell collection in the world. As a child, during extended stays with his grandmother in
South Orange, New Jersey, they’d visit the collection amassed by the retired scissors-maker
who lived across the street—the seashells took up two floors of his home. Lee was entranced by
a dark-gleaming spotted orb. The collector gave it to him. When I met Lee seventy-five years
later, he still had the Tiger Cowrie—and a million other shells.At East Dover Elementary School,
Geerat Vermeij told anyone who would listen that he was going to become a conchologist. The
word conchology came out of the court at Versailles in the eighteenth century to describe “the
study of the shells of the sea.” Before the French Revolution, the study was much more about the
shells than the animals inside. Most of the scientists naming mollusks—including Sweden’s Carl
Linnaeus—never saw them swimming or scooting, or even got a glimpse of the dead animal by
the time seashells arrived on ships from the tropics. An eccentric French naturalist named
Constantine Samuel Rafinesque-Schmaltz introduced malacology to describe the study of the
living animals in 1814, the year before he lost his large shell collection and all else he owned in a
shipwreck on the Connecticut coast while on his way to America.Now mollusk scientists are
called malacologists, and shell experts are conchologists. But the shell-obsessed amateurs
often know as much as or more than the scientists do, creating a rare degree of reliance and
respect between the two. When I shadowed Harry Lee one spring, I imagined we’d scour
beaches, go to shell shows, and meet shadowy figures trying to sell him rare shells. He does all
those things. But we spent most of our time at Lee’s high-powered microscope at the Florida



Museum of Natural History, where he volunteers to sort and identify fossil micromollusks. The
tiny white conchs, horns, and tulips, many extinct, are delicate miniatures of the shells he has
collected since boyhood. They came from a 3-million-year-old layer of the Pliocene, the era
named by Charles Lyell to describe when modern marine mollusks in the fossil record—the shell
shapes we recognize—begin to outnumber those that are extinct.Nearly 50,000 living marine
mollusks have been identified by science; that’s perhaps only a third of those now inching along
the oceans. More than half of the five hundred or so new ones named each year are described
by citizen experts like Lee.In a related tradition that has begun to vanish—in some ways for
better and in others for worse—malacologists often recruited the next generation of scientists
from young shell collectors. The most devoted invariably made their way to museum curators for
help identifying shells. The beloved twentieth-century malacologist R. Tucker Abbott, often seen
wearing one pair of reading glasses on his nose and two tangled around his neck, was credited
in his 1995 New York Times obituary with turning America’s seashell hobby into “an organized
mania.” Abbott wrote about his own generous mentor in a letter to a young collector:You may
wonder why I’ve taken so much time to answer your letter, even though I am 300 years behind in
my work and writings. It’s because I wrote a letter similar to yours about fifty years ago to a
Harvard shell professor, Dr. William J. Clench. He patiently answered me in detail and started me
on the right track. It’s my turn to pass on his kindness. I hope you’ll have the chance to take your
turn.Geerat Vermeij wrote his “Dear Curator” letter at age fourteen. He’d launched his collection
with a few of Mrs. Colberg’s Florida shells, and others he gathered at the New Jersey seashore,
plunging his fingers and toes into the coarse sand at Cliffwood Beach on Raritan Bay to feel for
live mollusks and empty shells. When the fifth-graders at school visited the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City, they returned with a box of shells for Geerat, each one labeled
with its Latin name and the far-flung place it was found. He punched out new labels in braille. His
parents, though they lived simply and never had much money, bought him every shell guide in
print, including Abbott’s 1954 tome American Seashells. They and his older brother, Arie, took
turns reading the books aloud.By eighth grade, Vermeij was asking questions the guides
couldn’t answer. He wrote to the American Museum for help identifying shells. Malacologists
William Old and Henry Coomans invited him to visit and led him, Arie, and their mother, Aaltje,
on a private tour of the shells on the fifth floor where the public wasn’t normally allowed.
Vermeij’s nose clued him in as they passed dusty wooden shelves crammed with stuffed birds
and specimens preserved in alcohol. Coomans, a Dutchman, encouraged the boy to study
marine fossils, and to subscribe to Dutch and American malacology journals such as The
Nautilus, published since 1886. Owing to Jules Verne, the name evokes nautical engineering
genius rather than the evolutionary genius of an animal that rises and sinks along the coral
ledges of the Indo-Pacific by filling its chambers with liquid and gas. Verne based Captain
Nemo’s submarine in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea on a real torpedo-toting “diving
boat” named Nautilus, built by the American Robert Fulton in Paris in 1800. More recently, the
name is grimly associated with a Canadian deep-sea mining company whose industry threatens



some of the last surviving populations of its brand animal.Aaltje patiently read her son every
scientific journal article, those in English and Dutch, in German and French. No one, at least in
his childhood, even hinted that blindness might limit Geerat’s pursuit of such a seemingly visual
interest. When he graduated from high school at the top of his class, Princeton offered him a full
scholarship, a great relief to his parents. Outside the opportunities it had given Geerat, America
had been a disappointment. His father never could seem to advance beyond menial jobs, and
neither his parents nor Arie ever settled into the culture. They continued to speak Dutch at home,
and to season their beef with nutmeg. Arie returned to the Netherlands as soon as he turned
eighteen. Their parents followed ten years later in 1973.By that time, Vermeij had already
crawled on his hands and knees along the shores of Guam, Palau, the Philippines, Ecuador,
Brazil, the Caribbean, Singapore, and West Africa during his doctoral program at Yale, pursuing
an explanation for the question that struck him in fourth grade: Why the polished and the rough,
the curved and the spiked? The thick conchs and the ethereal jingles?What could account for
the spectacular and diverse architecture of shells?IN OUR ERA of meme over matter, the idea
that all living things descended from a common ancestor, evolving traits that helped them
survive, is branded with Charles Darwin’s name. The letters are displayed, in tall type, on those
familiar fish-with-feet bumper stickers and T-shirts.The sloganeering of evolution belies how
Darwin’s elegant theory emerged slowly, fitfully, uncertainly—beginning generations before his
time—and continues to unfold as scientists blend evolution and genomics to reveal how life rose
in ancient seas and persisted amid profound environmental change. Darwin’s grandfather, a
portly physician named Erasmus Darwin, foresaw by two centuries Vermeij’s now-famous theory
for the adornments of seashells. “The irregular protuberances,” he wrote in his poem “The
Botanic Garden,” “serve them as a fortification against the attacks of their enemies.”Grandfather
Darwin was among a number of eighteenth-century philosophers and scientists who spoke up
about the fossil evidence of animals that no longer lived, in a time when questioning God’s
perfect creation was still a radical risk. His poem “The Temple of Nature” describes a big bang
—“Ere Time began, from flaming Chaos”—and the rise of minute life in the sea before
“successive generations bloom, new powers acquire, and larger limbs assume.”Erasmus
believed all life had descended from one tiny shell, with “a single living filament” wriggling inside.
Though he lived in the cathedral city of Lichfield in Staffordshire, with deeply religious neighbors
and patients, Erasmus was so excited about his shell origin theory that he wanted to share it with
others who might also be willing to question the conventional wisdom.The Darwin family’s coat
of arms featured three scallop shells, a popular symbol then and now. (Princess Diana’s coat of
arms, passed down in the Spencer family since the sixteenth century, also included three
scallops. When they turned eighteen, her sons William and Harry adopted shells into their own
crests in her honor.) Erasmus Darwin decided to add the motto E conchis omnia, or “everything
from shells,” to the Darwin coat of arms. He put it on his personal bookplate, but the wider
community wouldn’t see it there. And so, like evolution’s modern defenders with their walking-
fish bumper stickers, Erasmus Darwin in 1770 had the crest and new motto emblazoned on the



side of his carriage.His pious neighbors were scandalized. Over at Lichfield Cathedral, Canon
Thomas Seward became so incensed to see Erasmus “renouncing his Creator” that he wrote a
satirical poem:Great wizard he! by magic spellsCan all things raise from cockle shells. …O
Doctor, change thy foolish motto,Or keep it for some lady’s grottoElse they poor patients may
well quakeIf thou no more canst mend than make.Not wanting to insult the church or lose
patients, Erasmus Darwin painted over the shell motto on his carriage, though he kept it on his
bookplate. His heirs, biological and intellectual, found verity in common descent, if not from a
primal shell. But today’s paleontologists do theorize that the long-lived group of animals we know
as the mollusks evolved from a single, shelled ancestor.Scientists haven’t yet found that mother
mollusk. But they know it evolved at least 540 million years ago—after the single-cell microbes,
some of which had innovated life’s first shells, finally began to wriggle into more complex beings.
Between the oozing microbial mats that reigned for most of Earth’s history and the great rise of
animals ahead came two underappreciated waves of life:First, the earliest multicelled organisms
squirmed to existence in soft bodies, now glimpsed only in the burrows and tracks of Earth’s
oldest rocks. These squishy pioneers discovered how to capture energy in sunlight. But their
innovation also helped destroy them. The photosynthesis they developed had a by-product:
oxygen, poisonous to most microbes that had evolved in the primal, low-oxygen sea.Many of
these enigmatic organisms died off in a mass extinction that preceded the Big Five in textbooks
—and the devastating sixth now underway. Only those that could adapt to the chemically altered
Earth pressed on, many by building shells.The second wave comprised tiny, weakly mineralized
beings that scientists call the “small, shelly fossils.” They are nicknamed “small shellies” or “small
smellies,” owing to the only way to collect them, which is to dissolve blocks of limestone in an
acid bath. The little mineral-builders included wormy, tubular, and sponge-like creatures as well
as some of the earliest mollusks. Extinct rostroconchs looked like a clam, but with halves fused
together into a single shell. Snaillike beings called helcionelloids carried a shell shaped like a
wizard’s hat. They lived in the shallows of a shifting sea. They were about to have a crush of
company.More oxygen led to more photosynthesis, hiking proteins like collagen that animals
need to make their tissues. Volcanic ash may have upped the calcium carbonate in the oceans,
creating a ready store of shell-building supplies. Preserved in 555-million-year-old ash beds on
the banks of the Onega River in northwestern Russia, a soft, cowrieshaped animal called
Kimberella hauled a non-mineral shell several inches long. Scientists following its feeding tracks
and crawling trails know that it moved backward, possibly on a creeping foot.After that soft
launch, hard shells—along with skeletons—appeared around the world in the Cambrian rise of
animals. Blobby, slow-moving life-forms began to give way to a rowdy marine bestiary of
predators and prey. Segmented trilobites crept along the seafloor like their insect and crab
descendants. Bigger sea creatures were evolving to eat them, such as two-foot-long, lobster-like
Hurdia victoria with spiny claws and a lance-like shell protruding from its head.In the Canadian
Rockies, hundreds of a spiky slug called Wiwaxia are preserved in the great Burgess Shale
fossil deposit from the Cambrian sea. The 505-million-year-old relics are shingled with scales



and jutting with spines. As with Kimberella, scientists have not settled whether the creature was
an early mollusk or a worm. But they do see that many of its spines had been snapped off—likely
by predators—and then repaired.WHEN HE WAS a boy falling in love with seashells, Vermeij’s
aesthetic senses were offended when his fingers came across broken spines, cracks, and other
flaws. At first he blamed the blemishes on waves bashing against rocks—or on bungling human
collectors. For Christmas when Vermeij was fourteen, his brother Arie bought him a Conus
litteratus, a heavy, brown-on-white lettered cone with a striking flat spire. As soon as Vermeij
picked up the shell, his fingers moved along a thin break that his brother couldn’t see; the
fracture ran from the apex to the end. “I tried not to show my disappointment, but I could never
like the specimen as I did all the other shells in my growing collection,” he remembers. “The scar
was a blemish, an insult that some careless human collector must have inflicted on the
specimen.”Only when he began to feel along wild shorelines during his graduate research did
Vermeij realize just how common scars, breaks, and holes are—especially in the tropics. A
shell’s construction is partly influenced by geography, in the way our homes reflect our place in
the world; adobe construction in the desert, chimneys in the north, hurricane shutters down in
Florida. The differences between the cold-water and tropical shells that Vermeij noticed in fourth
grade are explained in part by the availability of building materials. Calcium carbonate is easier
to take up in warm water, making mollusks’ bricks and mortar more abundant—essentially
cheaper—in the tropics, where they can afford a bigger, showier house. The Australian marine
biologist Sue-Ann Watson has shown how cold-water mollusks build more practically because it
takes so much more energy for them to make a shell.But the environment can’t explain all the
spines and spikes, ribs and ridges, grooves and whorls, and infinite other adornments. The shell
scars were clues. Vermeij found that warm-water shells are not only heavier and showier. They
are also more beaten up and more scarred. Splashing with Vermeij through hot tide pools in
Guam in 1970, a colleague handed him a Money Cowrie with its glossy dome broken clean
away. When Vermeij expressed surprise that the placid waves could have crushed such a sturdy
shell, his colleague said he’d seen crabs in his aquarium break shells just that same way with
their claws.Vermeij began to wonder if the artistry of tropical shells—their tight coiling, knobs and
spines, narrow openings, tight-shutting doors—evolved with the weaponry of predators.
Examining shells in museum collections and along many more miles of coastline—he now
explored Indian Ocean shores in Madagascar and Kenya and the beaches of the northern Red
Sea with his wife, Edith Zipser, a fellow biologist he’d met at Yale—he felt not only breaks, but
impressive repairs.Mollusks use their calcium carbonate cement to caulk shell cracks and to
patch even major holes. Running his fingers across thousands of calcified reconstructions,
Vermeij came to understand that shell repairs were not insulting imperfections. They were the
battle scars of survival.THE CAMBRIAN MARINE BESTIARY lasted 50 million years, into the
Ordovician that filled the seas with corals, jawless fishes, and more prodigious shell-builders.
The ammonites radiated to thousands of species, some as big as semitruck tires. Chunky
brachiopods, with paired shells like a clam, spread in every sea, building up ancient reefs and



leaving scientists more fossils to study than perhaps any other animal in Earth’s history. The
Romans named them lamp shells for their resemblance to the clay oil lamps of the ancient
world; the clay versions had themselves been modeled from shells that burned oils and animal
fats in prehistoric times.One day in that early Ordovician sea—if you’re keeping track, it’s now
478 million years ago—a shaggy slug with a combat-style shell cap drifted down into a muddy
grave. The mud embalmed its soft body, leaving a fossil imprint that looks like a big toe with a
darkened nail—the shell cap. The squishy soldier also had a saw-like tongue with 125 rows of
teeth.Eons of waves and storms buried the creature with hundreds of real sea monsters in
sediments that would someday rise as red hills in eastern Morocco and a famed fossil site called
the Fezouata. Of all the bygone beasts just one had that toothy tongue, called a radula. Latin for
“little scraper,” the anatomical rasp is found only in mollusks. That makes bristly Calvapilosa
kroegeri and its shell cap as close as scientists come so far to guessing what the mother of all
mollusks might have looked like. Molecular clock analysis, which measures genetic changes in
species to tell evolutionary time, shows that bivalves and gastropods split into different branches
of the mollusk family tree around this time.
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Robert R. Osborne, “My annual trip to the beach will never be the same.. I love historical
markers. I guess it’s because they make us stop for one moment. Markers help us see an event,
object, or place in a new light. Beyond pointing out facts, they connect us to the past. They even
show us how far we have come and sometimes even show us our future trajectory.Cynthia’s
book is a big, beautiful historical marker, dedicated to seashells, hidden in a novel. I have never
really thought about these beautiful artifacts beyond my annual one-week getaways to the
beach. I was embarrassed to discover how little I knew about seashells. Cynthia has a talent for
weaving history, science, and people together, where you can almost feel the sand on your
fingertips as your turn the pages. Most importantly, Cynthia connects us on a human level with
the sea. I especially loved the story of the Shell Oil Company, which began with a seashell-
souvenir selling entrepreneur.Sound of the Sea is a book to savor. My annual trip to the beach
will never be the same.”

John S. Varner, “An impressive synthesis of research in history, biology, and ecology.. The Sound
of the Sea is impressive both for author's depth of research, and for the breadth of its reach. Art,
cultural and scientific history, biology, ecology: this book displays the author's talents at multi-
disciplinary research, and she presents her findings in concise and entertaining prose. This
work will enthrall everyone from casual beach strollers to ardent students of history, malacology
and ecology. Few people can go to a shell-strewn beach without spending some time examining
these wonders of nature. Fewer still will feel the same way about this experience after reading
this book. Shells and the creatures that produce them have been entwined with humanity since
before the dawn of our race, and in studying their beauty, their distribution, and our role in their
dwindling abundance we have windows into our souls and our futures.”

Sandra E. Poucher, “Comprehensive series of fascinating anecdotes. This is a wonderful
collection of anecdotes about seashells, their history intertwined with cultures across the globe,
their fascinating biology. Informative, well-written and so interesting! I couldn't help but look up
the shells, people and places mentioned in the chapters as I read - I learned so much. I feel as if
I've traveled the world, holding varieties of shells, meeting personalities, and hearing subtle
differences in the rushing shush of the shells. I highly recommend this book.”

Thomas D. Miller, “Memorable Mollusks. Fantastic read, one you just can't put down. For those
of us who got started with the shell collections in the fifties but are now pondering the
complexities and challenges of the current times, this is the book for you.”

susan m hill, “Fascinating exploration of the intersection of the shell with the Trans Atlantic Slave
Trade. The reader is taken on a fascinating journey of shells portrayed through a tapestry of
biology, evolution, history, and humanity. It is the most comprehensively written and interesting



narrative on shells that I have ever read, reflected upon, and thoroughly enjoyed. Even for those
with a vast knowledge of shells or history, the author does not fail to surprise. Highly
recommend.”

William Neece, “Facinating. I rarely if ever read nature books. But this one is remarkable and
fascinating. She not only tells the physical history of sea shells but also their place in human
history and mythology.  It is also very well written.”

TT, “Amazing book. Very well researched, beautifully written. I loved the chapter on Saint Louis,
MO and surrounding area. I recommend the book.”

Jessica H. Stone, “A beautiful and peaceful read. Though nonfiction, this book reads like a
beautiful story about time, and space, and, well, of course, the sea. I read it slowly--taking a few
pages at a time because I wanted it to last. And I will never look at a shell the same way again --
they are more precious than diamonds. I would give it six stars if that were possible.”

The book by Cynthia Barnett has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 164 people have provided feedback.
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